
SHARE YOUR FAITH RESOURCES 

Books 

Joining Jesus on His Mission, by Greg Finke (TenthPower Publishing, 2013) ISBN 
978-1-938840-02-9 

Simple, powerful and applicable insights show you how to be on mission and recognize where Jesus 
is already at work in your neighborhoods, workplaces and schools. You will feel both relief and hope. 
You may even hear yourself say, “I can do this!” as you start responding to the everyday 
opportunities Jesus is placing in your path. 

Prophetic Dialogue, by Stephen B. Bevans & Roger P. Schroeder (Orbis Books, 2011) 
ISBN 978-1-57075-911-6 

A collection of essays that demonstrates that to be effective in the twenty-first century, mission 
must be prophetic as it encounters other cultures and religious traditions. 

Transforming Society, by Melba Padilla Maggay (Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2010) ISBN 
978-1-61097-040-2 

An Indian preacher once defined evangelism as one beggar telling another beggar where 
to find bread.  This book is like that; it is the journey of an academic on mission with God 
toward social justice and liberation for the people of the Philippines. 

The Radical Reformission, by Mark Driscoll (Zondervan Publishers, 2004) ISBN 
0-310-25659-3 

Reformation is the continual reforming of the mission of the church to enhance God’s 
command to reach out to others in a way that acknowledges the unique times and 
locations of daily life. This engaging book blends the integrity of respected theoreticians 
with the witty and practical insights of a pastor. It calls for a movement of missionaries to 
seek the lost across the street as well as across the globe. 

A Theology As Big As The City, by Ray Bakke (IVP Academic, 1997) ISBN 
978-0-8308-1890-7 

How does God see the city? What does Scripture have to say about urban ministry? These 
are the questions Ray Bakke has systematically addressed, beginning with Genesis and 
continuing through to Revelation. Here is a biblical theology that will constantly surprise 
and challenge as you get a glimpse of how big God's view of the city really is. 

The 9 to 5 Window, by Os Hillman (Regal, 2005) ISBN 0830737960 
God is using the lives of ordinary men and women to make an impact and transform their 
workplaces.  Using Moses as an example of a person who learned to view his work from an eternal 
perspective, Os Hillman shows how we all can experience transformed lives, workplaces, cities and 
nations.  A Bible study guide is included at the end of the book. 

101 Ways to Help People in Need, by Steve and Janie Sjogren (NavPress, 2002) ISBN 
1576833151 

For years, Steve Sjogren has successfully used an approach called “servant evangelism” that allows 
any believer—regardless of gifting—to be involved in sharing God’s love with others.  In this book, 
he offers simple and effective ways your church or small group can demonstrate the love of God to 
those in your community.  And when people see the love of God in action, they want to know more 
about Him. 

101 Ways to Reach Your Community, by Steve Sjogren (NavPress, 2001) ISBN 
1576832201 

Too often, people regard evangelism as something that only the gifted elite of the church can 
undertake successfully.  Here are simple, effective ways to demonstrate the love of God. 



101 Ways to Reinvest Your Life, by Steve and Janie Sjogren (NavPress, 2003) ISBN 
1576832295 

The authors show specific ways to use your God-given abilities and hard-earned skills to make a 
difference in the lives of others.  

a.k.a. Lost:  Discovering Ways to Connect with the People Jesus Misses Most, by 
Jim Henderson (Waterbrook Press, 2005) ISBN 1578569141 – out of print  

Evangelism can be as normal as asking great questions and paying attention to the people Jesus 
misses most. It involves doing things you already do, but with a little more intentionality. Just by 
being yourself and becoming unusually interested in others, you can discover that people will ask 
you about Jesus. This isn’t another program or pitch. It’s a handbook on how to make real 
connections with the people formerly known as lost. 

Ancient-Future Evangelism: Making Your Church a Faith-Forming Community, by 
Robert E. Webber (Baker, 2003) ISBN 0801091608 

Ancient-Future Evangelism situates evangelism in the mission and worship of God and explores what 
church-based conversion looks like, reflecting on its implications for discipleship and spiritual 
formation. 

Becoming a Contagious Christian, by Bill Hybels and Mark Mittelberg (Zondervan, 1996) 
ISBN 0310210089 

This book will help you:  Discover your own natural style of communicating your faith, Develop a 
contagious Christian character, Build spiritually strategic relationships, Learn to direct conversations 
toward matters of faith, Share biblical truths in everyday language.  (See also options for study for 
information regarding curriculum kit.)  

Blue Like Jazz:  Nonreligious Thoughts on Christian Spiritually, by Donald Miller 
(Nelson, 2003) ISBN 0785263705 

In Donald Miller's early years, he was vaguely familiar with a distant God. But when he came to 
know Jesus Christ, he pursued the Christian life with great zeal. Within a few years he had a 
successful ministry that ultimately left him feeling empty, burned out, and, once again, far away 
from God. In this intimate, soul-searching account, Miller describes his journey back to a culturally 
relevant, infinitely loving God. 

Celtic Evangelism:  How Christianity Can Reach the West…Again, by George Hunter 
III (Abingdon, 2000) ISBN 0687085853 

North America is today in the same situation as the environment in which the early Celtic preachers 
found their mission fields: unfamiliar with the Christian message, yet spiritually seeking and open to 
a vibrant new faith. If we are to spread the gospel in this culture of secular seekers, we would do 
well to learn from the Celts. Their ability to work with the beliefs of those they evangelized, to adapt 
worship and church life to the indigenous patterns they encountered, remains unparalleled in 
Christian history. If we are to succeed in “reaching the West . . . again,” then we must begin by 
learning from these powerful witnesses to the saving love of Jesus Christ.  

The Conspiracy of Kindness, by Steve Sjogren (Vine Books, 2003) ISBN 0830734074 
Conspiracy of Kindness enables every Christian to become an effective evangelist by demonstrating 
with teaching, example and testimony how unassuming acts of kindness convince people of the love 
of God more persuasively than words. This tenth-anniversary edition contains the author's epilogue, 
in which he describes the impact kindness evangelism has had on Christianity throughout the world. 

Conversion in the New Testament:  Paul and the Twelve, by Richard V. Peace 
(Eerdmans, 2006) ISBN 0802842356   

In order to be effective in evangelism, one must clearly understand the dynamics of conversion. 
Richard Peace examines two very different conversion experiences-Paul's and the twelve disciples'-
and explains their implications for contemporary evangelism. By showing how conversion can take 
place either suddenly or gradually over time, he gives good reasons, and suggests practical ways, to 
replace one-sided evangelism techniques with more wholistic methods.  (Forward by David Scholer.) 



Corner Conversations:  Engaging Dialogues About God and Life, by Randy Newman 
(Kregel, 2006) ISBN 0825433231 

This book allows readers to learn new evangelistic skills by eavesdropping on important 
conversations that grapple with hot-button issues. 

Evangelism for ‘Normal’ People:  Good News for Those Looking for a Fresh 
Approach, by John P. Bowen and Don Posterski (Augsburg Fortress, 2002) ISBN 
0806641916 

The author takes a unique look at what it means to witness to one's faith. Evangelism is something 
that all Christians can do as a "normal" part of being a follower of Jesus. Witty, wise, and biblically 
grounded, the book challenges in a gentle way. Includes study questions for congregational use. 

Evangelism in the Early Church, by Michael Green (Eerdmans, rev. 2004) ISBN 
0802827683  

Now a modern classic, Michael Green's Evangelism in the Early Church provides a comprehensive 
look at the ways the first Christians — from the New Testament period up until the middle of the 
third century — worked to spread the good news to the rest of the world. 

Evangelism without Additives:  What if Sharing Your Faith Meant Just Being 
Yourself? by Jim Henderson (WaterBrook Press, 2007) ISBN 1-4000-7377-4 – available 
April, 2007 
Evangelism can be as normal as asking great questions and paying attention to the people Jesus 
misses most. It involves doing things you already do, but with a little more intentionality. Just by 
being yourself and becoming unusually interested in others, you can discover that people will ask 
you about Jesus. This isn’t another program or pitch. It’s a handbook on how to make real 
connections with the people formerly known as lost. 

Garage-Door Evangelism:  Opening Your Church to the Community, by Dary 
Northrop (Group, 2001) ISBN 0764421557 

This book shows you how to create an atmosphere in your church that is inviting to visitors and 
congregation members alike.  Includes practical “how-to’s” from a growing church that has 
implemented change, as well as discussion questions after each chapter for church staff and 
leadership to evaluate the church’s effectiveness. 

Get the Word Out:  How God Shapes and Sends His Witnesses, by John Teter 
(InterVarsity, 2003) ISBN 0830823654 

Whether you love evangelism or fear it, this book is for you. John Teter (a Covenanter) offers stories 
from his experiences leading seeker Bible studies and witnessing to people around him that will 
motivate and astound. He reveals the transforming power of the Word of God on the lives of 
unbelievers. This book powerfully shows how your witness is backed up by God, who follows through 
on the work he prompts you to begin. Even now God is preparing the way for you to get his Word 
out to those around you. Will you accept the challenge?  Key points are highlighted at the end of 
each chapter.  Includes instructions for starting your own seeker Bible study. 

Going Public with the Gospel:  Reviving Evangelistic Proclamation, by Lon Allison 
and Mark Anderson (IVP, 2004) ISBN 0830813659 

The authors issue a stirring call for the revival of public gospel proclamation.  They show how God 
has used evangelistic preaching in the past and how it can be practiced with relevance and 
effectiveness today.  Recovering public proclamation, they argue, is key to the vitality and ongoing 
mission of the church. 

Going Public with Your Faith:  Becoming a Spiritual Influence at Work, by William 
Carr Peel and Walt Larimore (Zondervan) ISBN 0310246091 

This book is written for all Christians who may not think they have a gift for evangelism but want 
their lives to have an impact on the people around them.  It describes evangelism as a process and 
helps readers understand how their skills and God-given gifts can easily be used to draw customers, 
clients, and coworkers to new life in Jesus Christ. 



The Insider:  Bringing the Kingdom of God into Your Everyday World, by Jim 
Peterson and Mike Shamy (NavPress, 2003) ISBN 1576833380 

As a citizen of God’s kingdom, you are already uniquely positioned to live out your kingdom 
citizenship among the people you relate to every day. God has called you to be an "insider" to your 
family, neighborhood, and workplace. As you adopt the patterns of a kingdom lifestyle, people in 
your life will see that there is, indeed, a better way to live. 

Irresistible Evangelism:  Natural Ways to Open Others to Jesus, by Steve Sjogren, 
et. al. (Group, 2003) ISBN 0764426265 

Release your fears about reaching out to others and try the easy ideas proposed by three authors 
who know what works.  Each holds different views on effective evangelism, but the result is a 
synthesis that wins hearts.  You’ll learn how to genuinely love your friends and family members into 
an intimate and life-transforming relationship with Jesus Christ without being pushy or obnoxious.  
Good primer for those who’ve tried servant evangelism and don’t know what to do next. 

Just Walk Across the Room:  Simple Steps Pointing People to Faith, by Bill Hybels 
(Zondervan, 2006) ISBN 0310266696 

Believers universally affirm that evangelism is a vital part of what God calls them to do, but very few 
make a practice of doing it.  Bill Hybels addresses multiple concerns often expressed when talking 
about evangelism and signals the next era in personal evangelism. Drawing on fresh perspectives 
from his own experiences, as well as time-tested and practical illustrations, this book encourages 
and equips readers to routinely initiate spiritual conversations with those who don't know Christ.  
NOTE:  A 4-session DVD study for small groups is also available, as well as a participant book. 

More Ready Than You Realize:  Evangelism as Dance in the Postmodern Matrix, by 
Brian D. McLaren (Zondervan, 2002) ISBN 0310239648 

A book on evangelizing postmoderns by an experienced pastor-writer who is successfully involved in 
it.  The focus is on disciple-making as conversation, as friendship, as influence, as invitation, as 
companionship, as challenge, as opportunity, as conversation, as dance, as something you get to do. 

Prayer Evangelism, by Ed Silvoso (Regal, 2000) ISBN 0830723978 
Fulfillment of the Great Commission is no longer a distant hope but, rather, is a fast-approaching 
reality for a Church that will take hold of and utilize the biblical principles for changing cities as 
described in this book. In it Ed Silvoso shares his heart and his passion for reaching cities the way 
the Early Church did it: the whole Church modeling the whole gospel to the whole city through 
prayer and prayerful evangelism. 

Questioning Evangelism, by Randy Newman (Kregel, 2004) ISBN 082543324X 
A revolutionary look at sharing Christ with unbelievers by using the probing, provocative, and 
penetrating method Jesus used to engage others in personal dialogue and caring interaction. 

Reclaiming the Great Commission:  A Practical Model for Transforming 
Denominations and Congregations, by Bishop Claude Payne and Hamilton Beazley 
(Jossey Bass, 2000) ISBN 0787952680 

Reclaiming the Great Commission describes a biblically based model that can restore the missionary 
power of first-century Christianity to twenty-first century denominations and their congregations. 
Based on shared vision and mission, the model can guide the members of any congregation or 
denomination into deeper and broader evangelism, an enhanced experience of community, and a 
renewed hope of personal and spiritual transformation. 

Reimagining Evangelism:  Inviting Friends on a Spiritual Journey, by Rick Richardson 
(InterVarsity, 2006) ISBN 0830833420 

What if we thought of it more like inviting friends on a spiritual journey? 
Imagine being free to be yourself and free for the Spirit to work in you. Imagine that it doesn't 
depend on you alone but that you can be an important part of a witnessing community. Imagine 
telling people stories instead of trying to download content.  Here is your invitation to reimagine 
what evangelism could be for you. 



SALTSHAKER RESOURCES, by Rebecca Manley Pippert (IVP) 
• Talking About Jesus Without Sounding Religious (ISBN 830821201) - A how-to book 

on sharing your faith with confidence. 
• Looking at the Life of Jesus (ISBN 0830821228) - A seeker-oriented study on the 

Gospel of John with discussion guide.  7 sessions 
• How to Lead a Seeker Bible Discussion (ISBN 083082121X) - A step-by-step guide 

for leaders. 
• The Way of Jesus (ISBN 0830821244) - A book to give away to seekers. 

Simply Christian:  Why Christianity Makes Sense, by N.T. Wright (HarperSanFrancisco, 
2006) ISBN 0060507152 

Like C. S. Lewis did in his classic Mere Christianity, Wright makes the case for Christian faith from 
the ground up, assuming that the reader is starting from ground zero with no predisposition to and 
perhaps even some negativity toward religion in general and Christianity in particular. His goal is to 
describe Christianity in as simple and accessible, yet hopefully attractive and exciting, a way as 
possible, both to say to outsides “You might want to look at this further,” and to say to insiders “You 
may not have quite understood this bit clearly yet.” 

Stop Witnessing…and Start Loving, by Paul Borthwick (NavPress) ISBN 1576832333 
“The question becomes, how do we resurrect the desire in ourselves to be contagious Christians?” 
With sincerity and practicality, Borthwick answers, "Regain your own heart for Jesus." When our 
passion for Christ is renewed, we can’t help but see the lost—our neighbors, coworkers, relatives—
with a fresh vision. This book will challenge you to rethink your own worldviews and learn how to 
better understand the people you’re trying to reach. Witnessing will no longer be something to 
avoid, but instead will become a part of. 

The Unchurched Next Door:  Understanding Faith Stags As Keys to Sharing Your 
Faith, by Thom S. Rainer (Zondervan, 2003) ISBN 0310248604 

In a national survey done by author Thom Rainer and his staff, eight out of ten unchurched men and 
women said they would come to church—if only someone would invite them. When and how is the 
next big question.   Rainer helps you figure out where your neighbors, friends, and coworkers are in 
their spiritual quest, and how you can know who among the unchurched people in your life are 
receptive to Christ.  In this book, Rainer identifies five “faith stages”—levels of responsiveness, 
prefixed with a “U” for “Unchurched”—that represent your running buddy, your sister-in-law, or your 
hairdresser.  Once you've recognized which stage your unchurched friends and family are, you can 
much more effectively connect them with Christ. 

Unfreezing Moves:  Following Jesus into the Mission Field, by Bill Easum (Abingdon, 
2001) ISBN 0687051770 

This book will help congregations become more faithful, permission-giving, servant-empowering, 
and constantly innovating outposts of mission so they can fulfill their basic reason for existence:  to 
be with Jesus on the mission field, making disciples who make a difference in the world. 

Witnessing 101:  Just Share It, by Tim Baker (Word/Thomas Nelson, 2003) ISBN 
0849944163  

Teens talk to their friends about sports, fashion, and relationships.  But how do they talk to their 
friends about their most important relationship—with Jesus Christ?  Witnessing 101 is a fast-paced 
and informative guide that can help youth do just that.  Beginning with the true gospel message, 
this book takes teens from the basics of evangelism to the specifics of witnessing to friends at 
school, in their communities, and even on the internet.  This book offers teens practical advice on 
what to say—and what not to say—when sharing Christ. 

Your Home a Lighthouse, by Bob and Betty Jacks (NavPress) ISBN 0891091270 
This practical guidebook grew out of the Jacks’ experience.  You’ll learn how to start an evangelistic 
study in your own home (or office or campus). You’ll find out who to invite, what to study, how to 
ask good questions, how to answer them, and when to encourage a decision for Christ.  Ultimately, 



you'll discover that the secret isn't in your personal skills or power with people. It's in a simple, 
heartfelt concern for your nonChristian friends—and the power of God's Word.  

Studies 
The 9 to 5 Window, by Os Hillman (Regal, 2005) ISBN 0830737960 

God is using the lives of ordinary men and women to make an impact and transform their 
workplaces.  Using Moses as an example of a person who learned to view his work from an eternal 
perspective, Os Hillman shows how we all can experience transformed lives, workplaces, cities and 
nations.  A Bible study guide is included at the end of the book. 

Becoming a Contagious Christian - Kit, by Bill Hybels, Lee Strobel and Mark Mittelberg 
(Zondervan) Kit, ISBN 310501091; Additional Participant’s Guide, ISBN 310501016 – Can 
be adapted for 4 or 8 sessions, pending approach/time frame. 

God has designed everyone as a unique individual—with their own personality—and their own style 
of evangelism.  This study enables believers to discover their personal style of evangelism and they 
receive practical, step-by-step training. Kit includes Drama Vignette Video, Overhead Masters, 
Leader’s Guide, and Participant’s Guide.  Additional Participant’s Guides may be ordered. 

Becoming a Contagious Christian Leader’s Guide, by Mark Mittelberg (Zondervan) 
ISBN 0310500818 - 8 sessions 

This leader's Guide to the Becoming a Contagious Christian curriculum is a proven action plan for 
impacting the spiritual lives of friends, family members, co-workers, and others. 

Character Witness:  How Our Lives Can Make A Difference In Evangelism, by 
Christine Wood (IVP) ISBN 083082378-6 

This book is about personal integrity in evangelism—living a life that expresses who Christ is—and 
developing qualities like graciousness, purity, wisdom and patience.  The appendix includes helps for 
leading a small group discussion on this book. 

Evangelism:  A Way of Life, by Rebecca Pippert & Ruth Siemens (LIFEGUIDE SERIES, 
IVP) ISBN 0830830502 – 12 sessions 

Features an inductive study method, leader’s notes, discussion questions, and application helps. 

How to Give Away Your Faith, by Paul Little (IVP) ISBN 0830812172 – 9 sessions 
This book offers examples and advice for ordinary people who want to share the extraordinary 
gospel.  Includes study guide. 

The Insider, by Jim Petersen and Mike Shamy (NavPress) ISBN 1576833380 
Do you feel burned out or disillusioned because of your evangelism experiences? Are you 
desperately searching for where you fit into God’s kingdom purposes? By showing you how to live as 
a citizen of God’s kingdom inside your everyday relational networks—home, work, school, and 
community—it will challenge your old ways of thinking and help you cooperate with God in what He 
is doing today.  (Workbook available, see below.) 

The Insider Workbook, by Jim Petersen and Mike Shamy (NavPress) ISBN 1576834204 – 
12 sessions 

This workbook will help you learn to see your family, neighborhood, and workplace through kingdom 
eyes. You’ll discover practical ways to overcome the obstacles to fruitfulness and deal with fear, 
isolation, busyness, and feelings of inadequacy. Find out how to develop lifelong habits of prayer, 
service, and Bible study.  

Just Walk Across the Room Curriculum Kit:  Simple Steps Pointing People to Faith 
– Small Group DVD, by Bill Hybels (Zondervan, 2006) ISBN 0310266696 

The next era in personal evangelism has arrived! This four-week experience will guide your church 
through sermons, small group sessions, and individual reading in the book Just Walk Across the 
Room: Simple Steps Pointing People to Faith. Discover how to follow the Holy Spirit’s promptings to 
“just walk across the room”—and into the lives of people living far from God. 



Opening the Door, by Ron Bennett and Larry Glabe (NavPress) ISBN 1576833461 
Blueprint for using a five-session study of the Gospel of Luke to lead your unsaved friends to Christ.  
Intended to be nonthreatening, this user-friendly workbook is full of tips on how to recruit new 
seekers, get ready for the meeting, and effectively facilitate the discussion. Choose one of the 21 
discovery guides. Each discovery guide is a single sheet and includes a passage from the Gospel of 
Luke and eight relevant discussion questions. 

Sharing Your Faith, by Carolyn Nystrom (THE DISCIPLESHIP SERIES, Zondervan) ISBN 
0310547415 – 6 sessions 

This guide will help you face your fears about sharing your faith, consider Christ’s commands to 
share our faith, and understand in a nutshell version of the gospel message.   

Seeker Small Groups:  Engaging Spiritual Seekers in Life-Changing Discussions, by 
Gary Poole (Zondervan) ISBN 031242339 

As believers complete evangelism courses such as Becoming a Contagious Christian, they are 
motivated to reach out to others but often feel lack of opportunities to interact with non-Christians.  
This book presents a detailed, step-by-step process for launching a seeker small groups strategy in 
a wide variety of settings.   

Witnessing (based on How to Give Away Your Faith, by Paul Little) (CHRISTIAN 
BASICS SERIES, IVP) ISBN 0830820124– 6 sessions 

Six studies, based on Paul Little's popular How to Give Away Your Faith, will deepen your 
understanding of the essentials of faith and strengthen your confidence as you talk with others 
about the very best news of all. 

Studies for Youth 
Becoming a Contagious Christian Youth Edition Student’s Guide, by Bo Boshers, et. 
al. (Zondervan) ISBN 0310237734 – 8 sessions 

This book is full of lively discussions, role-playing, and all kinds of opportunities to interact with your 
group. You'll learn how to share your faith in a natural, authentic way with other students who need 
God's love and truth.   

Live the Life! Student Evangelism Training (YS/Youth for Christ/Zondervan)  - 6 
sessions 

Life the Life! is a video-driven training kit designed to help you equip your kids to share their faith 
authentically with their peers.  Formats for small group discussion help kids conquer their fears 
about sharing the gospel and work out the tough questions through Scripture.  Kit includes video, 
Leader’s Guide and 6 Student Guidebooks.  Leader’s Guide and Student Guidebook may also be 
purchased separately. 

Sharing Your Story and God’s Story—Student Edition, by Doug Fields and Brett 
Eastman (Zondervan) ISBN 0310253373 – 6 sessions 

This volume of the LIFE TOGETHER Series will show you many ways to share your faith.  Complete 
LIFE TOGETHER curriculum kit includes six guides and three DVDs with inserts for leaders.  The 
guides are also available separately, like this one.  

The Three Habits of Highly Contagious Christians:  A Discussion Guide for Small 
Groups (Zondervan) ISBN 031024496X 

This discussion guide for small groups is based on the first three steps of Willow Creek’s seven-step 
strategy for turning irreligious people into fully devoted followers of Christ.  Each session begins with 
a story that sets the stage for group discussion and sparks ideas for putting in practice each of the 
three habits.  The “Charting Your Journey” section helps participants go beyond discussion and move 
toward personal application.  

  


